Array Logics and VLSI Design 
Introduction
Array logics begin to move into LSI world
Key strength 
Take advantage of regularity in 
Combinational logic
Certain kinds of memory elements
State machines

With regularity
Ability to optimize geometry
Layout of device

ROM
PLA
Gate Arrays

Standard Cells - ASICs
Library of components
Logic gates
Counters
Arithmetic parts
Storage elements
Synthesis and place and route tools
Multilevel multiple output logics

Full custom
Fastest and most dense
Longest to design and test
6 months for simpler designs
1-2 years for more complex
Programmable Logic Devices - PLDs
Generic term
Covers all subfamilies of programmable logic
All contain regular circuit structure
What makes whole approach feasible
Can be customized to specific applications
Done with Motorola 683xx family

Why Use PLDs
Faster than SSI logic
Why is this true
Less work for 
PCB layout
Wirewrapping
Design can be specified by text file rather than schematic
May be considered advantage or disadvantage
Easy to fix bugs contained in PLD
Quicker to get to market
Simulation and test generation tools available
Can reuse core elements

General Architecture
Based upon ability to represent combinational logic
Sum of products form
Build circuits as combinations of min terms

These are typically two level AND-OR devices

Can realize any sum of products expression
Only restriction is size of device
Number of input pins
Number of output pins
Number of product terms

Logic programs of form
O1 = (i1*i2) + (i1'*i2'*i3*i4')
O2 = (i1'*i3) + (i2'*i4*i3') + i2

If there are N input pins
What is the max number of product terms
Actual number will be somewhat less
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Bipolar Logic Arrays
Many early devices and current high speed devices
Implemented using bipolar technology
Typically program once
Blowing fusible link
Potential problem with early devices
Vaporized material
Deposited inside device
Potentially could cause problems
Grow back
Pretty well eliminated with current technology
Configuration based upon old diode logic

Consider simple diode AND gate
Both inputs must be logical 1s
Otherwise output low
Use similar idea
Connect fusible link in each diode leg
Inputs on AND plane must be logical HIGH
Followed by inverting buffer
Implements NAND function
Observe
OR plane also implements NAND function
Combination of two NAND functions
Builds AND OR
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CMOS Logic Array
Uses similar principle
Fused diode replaced by fused CMOS gate
Note connections to OR plane 
Non inverting
Performs true AND
OR plane implements NOR function


Types of Logic Arrays
In real world
Simplify drawing
Have different ways of dealing with 
Two logic arrays
Four basic configurations
(P)ROM  - (Programmable) Read Only Memory
PAL - Programmable Array Logic
PLA - Programmable Logic Array
PLS - Programmable Logic Sequencer

(Programmable) Read Only Memory - PROM
(P)ROM
Most general
All combinations input bits
Programmable

Example
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To use ROM to implement 
Need 16 bit memory
4 bit address
1 bit data
Store 1 in addresses
2, 11, and 12
Store 0 in all other addresses
Each product term corresponds to 1 address
Only appropriate when many product terms required
Table lookup

Programmable Array Logic - PAL
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AND portion of device programmable
OR portion fixed
Limits number of product terms in sum
Product term not reusable
Must be reproduced
Uses fixed OR array
Output of each product term connected to one OR gate
Can’t share product terms
Has 
Bi-directional pins 
Tristate outputs
With individual enables
OR outputs are  inverted

PAL is trademark of AMD
Comparable devices available from several manufacturers
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Programmable Logic Array - PLA
AND portion of device programmable
OR portion of device programmable 
Product terms reusable

Programmable Logic Sequencer - PLS
PLA plus flip flop storage elements
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Some of minterm expressions
Stored
Fed back to input 
AND portion of device programmable
OR portion of device programmable
Product terms reusable

PLA vs. PAL vs. PROM (ROM)
PAL is opposite of PROM
ROM can be viewed as AND-OR array
Fixed AND array
All 2n AND possibilities available

If need many AND combinations
Use ROM
Examples
Table look up
High speed math
Translations

If need few AND combinations and not many shared between outputs
Use PAL
Fixed OR array

If need complete flexibility
Use PLA
Programmable OR and AND arrays

Use PLA with storage if necessary

Erasable Programmable Logic Arrays
Uses floating gate technology instead of fuse
Device has two gates
Floating gate is 
Unconnected
Surrounded by high impedance insulating material

Initially floating gate
Has no charge on it
Floating gate has no effect on circuit operation
All transistors effectively connected
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Logical link at every crosspoint of AND and OR array
For AND array
Logic high input

AND array implements NOR type AND
AND of low true signals
All transistors on line must be off for output to be logical one

Programming
High voltage applied to each location
Where link not wanted
Negative charge collects on the floating gate
During subsequent operation
Negative charge prevents transistor from turning ON 
when HIGH applied to non-floating gate
Transistor effectively disconnected from the circuit
Tests have shown charge retained up to 10 years

Ultraviolet Light
Many use ultraviolet light for erasing
Floating gate becomes slightly conductive
Trapped charge leaks away
Continued exposure
Up to 60 minutes
Totally depletes charge

Electrically Erasable
Floating gate surrounded by ultra thin insulating layer
Can be erased by applying 
Voltage of opposite polarity to charging voltage
On non floating gate
Can use same equipment used to program device
To erase it later

Large Scale PLDs
Field Programmable Gate Arrays - FPGA
Programmable in variety of ways
Floating gate MOS technology
Volatile Read/Write memory cells
Used to control state of connection
Memory initialized at power on
Usually from separate serial access 
PROM EPROM or EEPROM

Many devices now use EEPROMS with FPGAs
Allow systems to be upgraded from disk


The Real World
PAL16L8
16 Inputs
8 Outputs
Configured as
10 Input only
2 Output only
6 Input / Output or bi-directional
Outputs
Accepts up to 7 product terms
Enabled by single product term
Product terms
Each product term has 32 inputs
16 Inputs active high or low

For more than 7 product terms
Decompose into a 2 level AND-OR-AND-OR
As shown
Use bi-directional pin to bring first OR output back into input array
Some devices have internal feedback to reduce prop delay

Registered PALs and GALs
Registered PALs have D flip-flop on each output
Q and !Q feedback into AND array
Common clock
Tri-state outputs with common enable
Some have non-registered outputs
Bi-directional I/O
Lack of non-registered outputs makes state decoding difficult

General Array Logic Devices - GALs
GAL is trademark of Lattice Semiconductor
Other vendors have similar devices
Programmable inversion on OR outputs
Each output has optional flip-flop

Timing Again
Important timing specifications
tPD
Propagation delay from input ot output
tCO
Propagation delay from clock (edge) to output
tCF
Propagation delay from clock (edge) to internal flip-flop feedback
tSU
Setup time from inputs to clock(edge)
tH
Hold time from inputs to clock(edge)

Field Programmable Gate Arrays - FPGAs
Larger scale programmable devices
Can replace several PAL or GAL devices
Some use floating gate technology
Others may use volatile Read / Write memory to control logic configuration
Can make adaptable and reconfigurable systems

Two common devices
Altera EPLD
Floating gate technology
Xilinx FPGAs
Read / Write memory technology
Must configure from serial ROM at power up

Altera MAX 5000 Family
General Overview
High density
3750 gates
192 flip-flops
UV erasable type programming only
No ROM version
Based upon 1-12 Logic Array Blocks - LABS
Connected by global Programmable Interconnect Array - PIA
Each LAB contains 
Array of macrocells
Array of expander product terms
Can be used and shared by all macrocells in the LAB
Each macrocell contains logic array and optional flip-flop 
All macrocell outputs globally routed within LAB and to PIA
Separate I/O control block
Global clock
Short setup and hold times
Local macrocell array clocks have longer timing specs
Single global output enable signal

MAX 5000 
Architecture
Macrocell
Timing parameters

Development Tools
Three approaches supported by Altera design environment
Hierarchical schematic capture
Waveform design entry
Altera Hardware Description Language - AHDL

Supports auto-partitioning and simulation
Several utilities for converting existing PAL and GAL based designs
Support import and export to 3rd party
Schematic capture and simulation tools
EDIF netlist format
Builtin support for
Mentor
Valid
ViewLogic
Orcad
ABEL

Altera MAX 7000 and 7000E Family
General Overview -7000
High density
5000 gates
256 flip-flops

Two global output enable pins
No logic
Faster than MAX 5000 family
Flip-flop enables
Electrically erasable type 
Only in programmer
7000E 
Two global clocks
Two global output enables
With logic

FPGA - Altera Flex 10 K
Logic array plus embedded memory
High density SRAM CMOS process
10-100 thousand gates
720-5392 registers
6144-24576 RAM

System features
3.3 	or 5 volt operation
	Phase Locked Loop (PLL)
Lower clock delay and skew
100 MHz operation
Output slew rate control
Expanded logic functions
Carry chain for arithmetic
Cascade chain for high fan in
Memory for more complex functions

Actel Antifuse
Abundant routing resources
Antifuse gives higher density for interconnect than
SRAM
Floating gate
Horizontal routing channels
Logic rows connect 
Multiplexer based logic unit
Embedded SRAM available

Xilinx XC 3000 Family
Up to 
9000 gates
928 flip flops
Uses volatile read/write memory to configure the logic
In-circuit programming possible
Serial or byte wide loading of configuration memory
I/O blocks around parameter
Provide programmable interface between 
Internal logic array
External pins
Each IO block contains 2 flip flops
Internal matrix of configurable logic blocks
Programmable combinational logic - 2 flip-flops
5 logic inputs plus
Clock
Async reset
Clock enable
Flip-flop data input is from 
Combinational logic
Separate input data line
Two outputs from  either flip-flops or combinational logic
Support several schematic capture and HDL design entry paths
Includes VHDL and ABEL

Xilinx XC 4000 Family
Up to 20,000 gates and 2280 flip flops
2 times any Boolean function of 2 variables
Alternately 
Any single function of 5 variables
Some functions up to 9 variables
Look-up tables or on-chip RAM 
Up to 7kbytes
Extensive macro library support for 3000 and 4000 family
Fast carry look-ahead adders
Accumulators
Shift registers
Multiplexers
Decoders
Counters
ABEL Programming
Advanced Boolean Equation Language

Typical structure of source file
module <module name>
title ‘<title string>’
<device id> device ‘deviceType’
@ALTERNATE
{Pin Declaration Section}
equations
{Equation Section}
end <module name>

Signal names should be consistent with their state
Active low pins should be prefixed with /
Inversion operation can be specified on either side of equation specification

Example
module Memory_Decoder
title ‘Memory Decoder PLD J. Wakerly, Micro Systems Engineering’
MEMDEC device ‘P16L8’;
@ALTERNATE

“	Input Pins
LARGE 							pin 1;
A16, A17, A18, A19			pin 2, 3,4,5;
A20, A21, A22, A23			pin 6, 7, 8, 9;
/RTEST, IOSEL					pin 11, 18;

equations

ROMCS = LARGE * A23 *A22 * A21 * A20 * A19 * A18 * A17 * A16
+ /LARGE * A19 * A18 * A17 * A16
+ RTEST;

LOCAL = large * A23 *A22 * A21 * A20 * A19 * A18 * A17 * A16
+ /LARGE * A19 * A18 * A17 * A16
+ IOSEL;

end Memory_Decoder

More ABEL Syntax
Defining logic for tri-state enables
MY_OUT		pin 1;

equations

MY_OUT = (some expression );
ENABLE MY_OUT = (some other expression);


Set Operations

A set of signals is defined as follows

A, B, C, D				pin 2, 3, 4, 5;
QA, QB, QC, QD			pin 6, 7, 8, 9;

“note that msb to lsb order may be important

INPUT = [QD, QC, QB, QA];
OUTPUT = [QD, QC, QB, QA];

An operation applied to a set is done to each member of the set

Relational Operators

ISEQ = [P7, P6, P5, P4, P3, P2, P1, P0] == [Q7, Q6, Q5, Q4, Q3, Q2, Q1, Q0];

generates 16 product terms

ISGTR = [P7, P6, P5, P4, P3, P2, P1, P0] > [Q7, Q6, Q5, Q4, Q3, Q2, Q1, Q0];

generates 373 product terms

Sequential Assignments:
The := assignment operator
Flip flop output gets the RHS expression on next clock edge
Viewed alternately 
Establishes the conditions for the D input of the flipflop

Example
COUNT := (COUNT + 1);
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